JetSort 1000
®

Compact Coin Sorter

Fast. Accurate. Reliable.
Durable and reliable

The JetSort® 1000
is one of the most
versatile and reliable
commercial coin sorter
for retailers and other
business environments
where low-volume coin
counting is frequent.

All JetSort coin sorter models feature
a sorting mechanism that has only one
moving part, simplifying operations and
making removal of stray material fast and
easy while providing unmatched durability
and reliability.

Accuracy
Precision machined to a few thousandths
of an inch, JetSort coin sorters count and
sort mixed coins with 99.995% accuracy.
Exact Bag Stop technology makes JetSort
the only compact high-speed coin sorter
that can stop on the exact bag or box count
– every time.

Easy to use

Speed

Built to last

As many as 2,200 coins can be counted
in a minute. Mixed coins are sorted and
counted at speeds up to 1,500 coins per
minute.

Using only high-end parts, quality
construction, patented sorting mechanism
and advanced electronics, the reliability of
the JetSort has made it the standard of
excellence in the coin processing industry.

Versatile,
compact
and reliable
JetSort® 1000 coin sorter

Easy coin counting and coin sorting is at
your fingertips. The JetSort coin sorter
keeps things simple for operators. All
control keys are clearly labeled and display
prompts guide the operator to simplify
training and increase efficiency.

Coin Counting & Packaging System
Cummins Allison JetSort series coin
sorters have set the world standard
through superior quality and customer
service. Although the JetSort 1000 is
the smallest in the series, it is the most

versatile. You can keep things small
and simple or utilize our wide range of
available options to address higher volume
applications.

Integrate the coin sorter with a currency scanner, printer or
computer POS to maximize productivity and efficiency.
Enhance the speed, accuracy and security of your coin counting operation
JetSort 1000 is a small commercial coin
counter but offers many optional features
to maximize the efficiency of your coin
sorting and counting operations:

• Bar code scanners available for
automatic label entry.

• Coin packager accurately fills tubes
and rolls.

• Remote display shows coin totals
for customer or supervisor viewing.

• Table mounts, stands and locking doors
improve working areas and coin security.

• Exact bag stops ensures accurate bag
and box counts every time.

• Count by denomination into
a single transfer box, which
can then be poured into
a bag or a coin packager.
Cash till refill kit counts
and sorts coins into a
cash register drawer.

• Coin bag adapters for large volume coins
allow attachment of plastic or canvas
bags.
• Adjustable tabletop stand safely raises
the JetSort to fill coin bags.
• Customize for counting special coins or
tokens.
• Connect the JetSort to a printer,
computer, JetScan iFX® or JetCount®
currency processor.

Cash drawer processing solution shown with
optional space saving JetScan stand.

JetSort 1000 coin sorter
Accessories
Cash till refill kit: Allows all the coins in cash
register till to be poured into the JetSort in one
step. JetSort counts and sorts these coins and
replaces them in their respective locations in the
same cash register drawer.
Adjustable tabletop stand: For use with bag
adapters or tube refills. Raises the JetSort coin
sorter to allow for safe and convenient coin bag
operation.
Magnet: Helps cull ferrous metal debris.
Extended cash till hopper: Coins are poured
directly into the sorting mechanism of the
JetSort 1000 coin sorter.
Floor stand: Allows for the JetSort 1000 coin
sorter to be placed anywhere for convenient
operation. Options include printer shelf, JetScan
shelf and security door.
Security door: For use
with the floor stand.
Provides security for up
to four bag adapters on
the JetSort 1000 coin
sorter.
Remote display: 6 and
12 character large, red
LED display shows coin
totals for customer or
supervisor viewing.

Value counter option: Allows for all coins to be
counted by denomination into a single transfer
box, which can then be poured into a single bag,
a larger central JetSort or a coin packager for
processing.
Communication options: Allows JetSort 1000
to be connected to a printer, computer, remote
display or JetScan.
Printer options: Both thermal and impact
printers are available options for the
JetSort 1000.
Coin boxes & bag
adapters
A combination of bags
and boxes can be used
to accommodate different
coin volumes. The Table
Top Stand raises the
JetSort for coin bagging
adapters and coin bags,
while the Table Mount
provides necessary
support for bags if they
are suspended over the
edge of a table/counter.
Coin packaging kit
For dispensing coins into
paper rolls or plastic
tubes. Kit includes
one packaging adapter
plus coin funnels for all
US coins. This option
requires an optional
communication kit
and paper supplies
which must be ordered
separately.

Foot pedal: For use
with the Coin Packaging
Kit option, the foot
pedal provides handsfree starting of JetSort.
This option requires an
optional communication
kit, sold separately.
Specifications
Coins sorted: 1¢, 5¢, 10¢, 25¢, 50¢, $1
Sorting speed: Up to 2,200 coins per minute.
Maximum tray capacity: 3,500 dimes or 1,500
quarters
Dimensions: 10” H x 10.5” W x 17” D
Shipping weight: 54 lbs.
Power: Voltage operating ranges are either
105-130v or 198-253v. Frequency 50/60Hz.
Customer must provide a single-phase,
dedicated power line that meets the machine’s
power rating(s). Power conditioning/stabilizing
devices are available for purchase from
Cummins Allison.
Power consumption: 1.0 Amps (120v); 0.5
Amps (220v).

Learn more about efficiency and
convenience in coin processing
with the JetSort 1000 coin sorter
by visiting
cumminsallison.com/jetsort1000
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Generations of Vision and Excellence
Cummins Allison sets the standard for accuracy and dependability
Cummins Allison is a global leader in developing solutions that quickly and efficiently count, sort and authenticate currency, checks and coin. We also offer a complete
line of full-function automated teller machines (ATMs). Our leadership in technology and product innovation spans more than 125 years. Cummins Allison serves the
majority of financial institutions worldwide, as well as leading organizations in retail, gaming, law enforcement and government. Ninety-seven percent of our customers
would recommend our products and services.
The company holds more than 350 patents and invests double the industry average in R&D. Our world-class sales and service network includes hundreds of local
representatives in more than 50 offices in North America, wholly-owned subsidiaries in Canada, the United Kingdom, Germany, France, Ireland and Australia and is
represented in more than 70 countries around the world.
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